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Exploring Our Internal Attitudes
 Consider the following actual conversation:

Owner:  My dog doesn’t sit or stay, and she jumps up on 
people all the time with her muddy paws. It’s awful and it has 
to stop!

Trainer:  What types of training have you done with her?

Owner:  None, really. I just thought that she’d behave better 
than this by now.

Trainer:  ????

This would probably be enough to exasperate most dog 
professionals. It is hard to believe that so many people 
expect their dogs to just “get it.” This conversation suggests 
hard work ahead for the trainer, with the owner’s resistance 
and/or unrealistic expectations and/or unwillingness to 
devote time to the pet representing potential obstacles.

 The way trainers think about their human clients and 
their relationships with them can make a huge difference.  
It’s perhaps the only aspect of the process that is completely 
within the trainer’s control.  It would be a rare trainer indeed 
who hasn’t scratched his or her head at something an owner 
has said or done, thinking “I can’t believe they thought the 
dog would train itself.” or “Why on earth did they ever get 
a dog in the first place?” or “If only they’d follow through, 
they wouldn’t have all these problems.” Teaching owners 
often is the most challenging aspect of dog training, and it 
is easy to develop a cynical view of them, or at least of some 
of the individuals who are chronically frustrating. Such 
thoughts are normal, given some of the situations trainers 
face.  Even so, when trainers continue to feel frustrated and 
think in rather judgmental terms, it can dampen the training 
climate, create tension in the trainer-owner relationship, 
and hamper problem-solving and progress.  

Shifting Negative Reactions to Create Collaborative 
Training Relationships
 Trainers can take several internal steps to ensure  > 
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in Dog Training:  

Attitudes and Skills That Work 
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AAs my work developing canine-assisted play therapy 
has intensified in recent years, I have tried to improve 
my skills in aversive-free dog training and handling.  

My membership in the APDT has been most helpful.   
Conversations with many dog training professionals have 
revealed great enthusiasm and knowledge about dogs 
and their behavior. It’s common, also, to hear about their 
frustrations with dog owners and how things would go 
so much better “if only the owner would ...” My primary 
occupation as a child and family psychologist has given 
me considerable experience with the clinical counterpart 
of owners—that is, parents. The process of training 
and encouraging parents to change their attitudes and 
behaviors vis à vis their children is virtually identical 
to that of the work that dog training professionals try to 
accomplish with owners. Often, parents and owners are 
one and the same!

 Approaches that are effective with parents also seem 
to work  well when training dog owners. APDT presenters 
have offered many excellent ideas about applying behavioral 
principles to owners and using a fun climate to put them at 
ease, and there are a few good books available on the topic 
as well.  In this two-part series, I hope to add some practical 
ideas to the mix.  This first article asks canine professionals 
to look inward at their attitudes and assumptions about 
owners, and offers suggestions about how to shift 
thoughts and attitudes in ways that improve the working 
relationship.  The second article to be published in the next 
issue focuses on practical interpersonal and behavioral 
skills that trainers can use to help owners participate in 
dog training more enthusiastically and successfully.

 Dog training professionals know that owners play a 
key role in the success of any training program. Without 
collaborative and productive relationships with owners, 
dog trainers can see their finest work with the dogs 
unravel. Human relationships are complex, influenced 
by each person’s individual characteristics, experiences, 
attitudes, and social interactions. Just as with human 
therapy professionals, it is valuable for dog training 
professionals periodically to evaluate their internal 
attitudes about their human clients. This is especially true 
about the more challenging owners. Although it’s normal 
and understandable, sometimes unproductive attitudes 
sneak in.   
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they adopt the attitudes that yield the most productive 
relationships possible with all owners. (The external steps, 
or skills and interactions, are covered in part 2 of this 
article in the next issue.) The five suggestions that follow 
help create a mindset that engages the human clients in 
the process fully and overcomes many forms of owner 
resistance that can occur.

 First, remember that people are the way they are for a reason.  
This is one of the simplest, yet most profound things I 
learned from my mentor in graduate school. Trainers 
know little of each owner’s upbringing, prior animal 
experiences, life struggles, emotional “baggage,” strengths, 
and resilience. It’s not the trainer’s job, of course, to delve 
into such things, but acknowledging this fact can increase 
trainers’ patience and understanding.  For example, “know 
it all” clients are often quite insecure. They may have 
been raised by critical parents, and the “superiority” is 
actually a defense against further criticism. This is not an 
excuse, and knowing it doesn’t reduce the unpleasantness 
of their arrogance, but when we remind ourselves that 
owners have been shaped by genetic and environmental 
factors, just as their dogs have been, it can soften our own 
tendency to judge. It may seem crazy to trainers, with 
all their expertise and experience with dogs, to hear that 
an owner thought the dog would “just behave” without 
training, but to the owner who has not had dog experience 
and has never learned any different, it’s not so crazy at all.  
They never even thought about it.

 Recently I took my therapy dog to a dog-friendly store.  
As I entered, a couple came out with their undisciplined 
dog on a tight leash. Their dog lunged and was leash 
reactive when it saw my dog. I stepped to the side and 
cued my dog to sit.  The couple stood blocking the doorway 
while their dog carried on, and I had nowhere to go. My 
immediate internal reaction was, “How stupid can these 
people be? Just move—get out of our way!” On second 
thought, though, they were not standing there simply to 
cause my dog and me distress. They clearly didn’t know 
what to do and probably thought they were doing the 
right thing—holding their dog tightly so it wouldn’t attack.  
Once I gained this perspective, I simply asked them to 
keep walking away and to loosen their leash once they got 
past us.  

 Second, realize that resistance is normal when people learn 
something new or try to change. When people learn or 
attempt change, they naturally question and struggle with 
new concepts. In essence they are “trying on” the new 
ideas, and they don’t quite fit immediately.  Psychological 
research and common sense suggest that it is important 
for people to feel in control of their lives. When control 
is not possible, predictability helps people cope and 
adapt to situations. Owners can feel vulnerable as they 
wrestle with their rambunctious dog and try complex new 
behaviors to manage it. They feel out of control, and they 
don’t know what will come next. That is a situation ripe 
for defensiveness, and defensiveness must be reduced in 
order for people to remain open to learning. Most of the 
difficulties that trainers face with their human clients 
stem from owners’ lack of knowledge, lack of experience, 

and anxiety.  Resistance should be viewed as a sign of 
active learning and/or a reflection of anxiety. Both deserve 
patience and understanding by the trainer.  

 An owner of a Doberman met with his dog trainer for the 
first time. His one-year-old dog wore a prong collar. When 
the trainer explained that she didn’t use prong collars and 
preferred other equipment, the owner argued, “But these 
collars don’t hurt!  I even put on the rubber tips! They just 
help control the dog. A dog like this needs to be under 
control!” On the surface, the owner’s objections sound like 
pure stubbornness. Why did he come for training if he 
didn’t want advice? What is more likely, however, is that the 
owner felt vulnerable and at a loss as to how to control his 
dog. His security was wrapped up in the prong collar, and 
he had not yet learned any alternatives. When the trainer 
suggested other equipment, he may have felt vulnerable 
because he didn’t know how to control the dog otherwise 
(loss of control), he did not yet know that the trainer’s 
options would probably work (loss of predictability), and 
because he had made a “mistake” in the trainer’s eyes and 
felt embarrassed. He wasn’t stubborn—he was anxious, 
and it would be difficult for him to absorb new information 
until his anxiety was alleviated. Being aware of humans’ 
need for control, especially when learning new things, can 
increase trainers’ sensitivity and likelihood of doing the 
most helpful things.

 Third, try to defer negative first impressions until you know 
the person better. Studies suggest that most of us form 
impressions of new people in less than a minute.  When dog 
owners attend training sessions, their anxiety can bring 
out their less flattering characteristics. Anxiety usually 
dissipates as they get to know the trainer and become more 
involved in the activities, and a different impression is 
likely to emerge.  

 Fourth, avoid thinking of resistance as an all-or-nothing 
phenomenon. Even frustrating owners have their strengths.  
Rather than mentally labeling someone as “resistant,” or a 
“jerk,” or as “lazy,” it is better for trainers to reframe their 
thoughts in the following way. Think about and look for 
things each person is doing well at the same time making 
note of things they struggle with. This reduces the all-or-
nothing thinking that can lock in a negative attitude.  

 For example, one trainer found himself becoming 
increasingly irritated with an owner who talked incessantly 
to her dog in an annoying squeaky voice.  She seemed unable 
to stop even when asked.  He caught himself thinking 
she was a bit “ditzy” and then forced himself to look for 
areas where she did do as asked. He noticed that her hand 
gestures were done well, and he felt more hopeful about her 
possibilities. He then praised her consistent use of gestures 
and successfully redirected her energies to her nonverbal 
communication.

 Fifth, think of the training role as that of a teacher and partner 
rather than expert. Trainers have tremendous expertise 
to share, but when they think of themselves as experts 
in relation to their human clients, hidden expectations 
can detract from the relationship. Owners can expect 
the “expert” trainer to have all the [continued on next page] 
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g answers, and “expert” trainers can expect owners to 
follow their guidance without question—these attitudes 
are somewhat inherent in that role. Instead, the process 
is better considered as a two-way street. Dog trainers 
know far more about dog behavior and effective training 
methods than owners typically do. Owners, on the other 
hand, know more about the rhythms and textures of their 
lives, and understand more fully the context in which the 
dog and family live. It is the joining of these two areas 
of expertise that creates successful outcomes. Training 
must be embedded in the context if it is to be successful.  
Furthermore, a partnership implies shared roles and helps 
place the responsibility for change where it belongs—on 
the owner rather than the trainer.  

 Acquiring these mental attitudes creates openness 
and humility in trainers, characteristics that are likely to 
facilitate comfortable, productive relationships with pet 
dog owners. The right attitude, however, is only part of the 
picture of the well-rounded trainer. Part 2 of this article 
will cover interpersonal and behavioral skills that lead to 
satisfactory training experiences for owners and trainers 
alike.

Risë VanFleet, Ph.D., is a child/family psychologist, registered 
play therapist/supervisor, past president of the Association 
for Play Therapy, and APDT member from Boiling Springs, 
Pennsylvania. Through her Playful Pooch Program, she works 
with children and trains professionals in Canine Assisted Play 
Therapy, and volunteers as a trainer at a local dog rescue.  
She is a CGC evaluator and author of Play Therapy with Kids 
& Canines (2008). She lives with her husband, four dogs, and 
two cats. She can be reached at www.playfulpooch.org or 
Risevanfleet@aol.com.

Get Y
our APDT Rally Signs!

APDT Rally is fun and exciting for dogs and their handlers! If you’re a 
Rally Trial Host, you need signs for your handlers to navigate the Rally 
Courses. APDT now has weatherproof, laminated Rally signs available 

for purchase online on the APDT web site for Levels 1 through 3.


